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INTRODUCTION

A basic tenet of the validity of inferences from assessments is that scores reflect the 
underlying knowledge and abilities that the test is designed to measure, and the score 
meaning is consistent for individuals from different language and sociocultural back-
grounds . The validity of interpretation of performance on assessments in multicultural 
and multilingual contexts is critically tied to whether (1) the assessments are tapping the 

1  The authors are grateful to Randy Bennett, Maria Elena Oliveri, and Donald Powers for reviewing an 
earlier draft of this chapter; to Guadalupe Valdés and Christian Faltis for their feedback; and to Emily 
Pearce for editorial support .
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knowledge and skills we are interested in assessing, (2) the constructs being assessed 
are comparable for different sociocultural groups, and (3) the scores are comparable 
across languages and cultures (Ercikan & Lyons-Thomas, 2013) . These criteria for score 
comparability are at the heart of fairness in the interpretation and use of assessment 
results; they require us, as assessment developers, users, and specialists, to examine and 
verify what constructs the assessments are targeting and whether they are assessing the 
same construct with the same psychometric properties for different groups . 

Ensuring that assessments provide consistent score meaning is crucial when stu-
dents have different language and sociocultural backgrounds . In international assess-
ments of learning outcomes, such as the Trends in International Mathematics and 
Science Study (TIMSS), the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), 
and the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), consistency of score 
meaning across countries, languages, and cultural groups is central to making accurate 
and meaningful inferences . Chapter 5 (Comparability Across Different Assessment 
Systems) elaborates on the validity of the comparisons made across different assess-
ment systems . In addition to international assessments, the issue of consistent score 
meaning is also a concern for countries with populations from diverse language and 
sociocultural backgrounds such as in countries with large immigrant populations . In 
the United States, students have varied sociocultural and language backgrounds, with 
large proportions speaking a language at home and in their community that differs 
from the language used in school . The recognition of diversity and its implications 
for validity and fairness led states to develop assessments in multiple languages and 
to provide language tools and accommodations to assess students’ performance . For 
example, in New York State, mathematics assessments are adapted into such student 
home and community languages as Spanish, Traditional Chinese, Haitian, Korean, and 
Russian (Tabaku, Carbuccia-Abbott, & Saavedra, 2018) . 

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the complexity of comparability issues 
when assessments are administered in multiple languages to students from diverse 
backgrounds, to describe research on the comparability of assessments and scores, and 
to discuss guidelines and processes in optimizing comparability of multiple language 
versions of assessments . The first section describes the sociocultural and language 
diversity in the United States and countries around the world and discusses the impact 
of such diversity on interpretation and use of assessment results . The next section intro-
duces the concepts of measurement equivalence and the methodologies used in examin-
ing measurement equivalence and score comparability. The third section describes the 
guidelines for optimizing score comparability across adapted versions of assessments 
and provides recommendations to create comparable scores . The final section addresses 
score comparability challenges and potential solutions for the next-generation assess-
ments that involve administration in digital environments . 

Throughout this chapter, we distinguish between adaptation and translation, with 
the latter term used to denote creating different language versions with a focus on 
linguistic equivalence . Adaptation, however, refers to the broader process of creating 
language versions that may include changes made to create greater cultural relevance 
in addition to linguistic equivalence . The term adaptation is preferred in assessment 
contexts because the task goes beyond the literal translation of the assessment content 
and more accurately reflects the process that is expected to lead to a greater validity 
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of the assessment for the targeted populations . Furthermore, measurement/score com-
parability and measurement equivalence are used interchangeably to broadly define the 
comparability aspects of assessments that include comparability of score interpretation 
as well as statistical notions of measurement equivalence . 

SOCIOCULTURAL AND LANGUAGE  
CONSIDERATIONS IN ASSESSMENT

Sociocultural and language diversity is a reality shared by all countries around the 
world . In the U .S . context, information about languages spoken has been obtained from 
Census respondents since 1980 . According to the Census data, the estimated percent-
age of people speaking only English at home has steadily fallen, declining from 89 .1 
percent in 1980 to 78 .2 percent in 2017 . Other widely used languages include Spanish 
(41 .0 million), Chinese (3 .5 million), Tagalog (1 .7 million), Vietnamese (1 .5 million), 
Arabic (1 .2 million), French (1 .2 million), and Korean (1 .1 million) (U .S . Census Bureau, 
2017a) . In the 2017 Census, 80 percent of the school-age children who spoke a differ-
ent language at home and in their communities also spoke English “very well”2 (U .S . 
Census Bureau, 2017b) . The extent of language diversity raises the issue of how best 
to assess students in ways that lead to valid and fair interpretation and use of assess-
ments . In particular, questions arise regarding what language students should be tested 
in: the home/community language versus the language of schooling? Or should both 
languages be included in the assessment (López, Turkan, & Guzmán-Orth, 2017)? What 
kinds of language accommodation tools should be provided to students, and how can 
score comparability be established across multiple language versions of assessments?

The inherent differences between languages can make test adaptation a challeng-
ing task . Adapted versions of assessments must reflect equivalent meaning, format, 
relevance, intrinsic interest, and familiarity of the item content (Ercikan, 1998, 2003; 
Hambleton, Merenda, & Spielberger, 2005) . Languages vary in the frequency of word 
use and word difficulty . Moreover, grammatical forms in one language may not have 
equivalent forms in other languages, or may possibly have many of them . There is also 
the difficulty of adapting syntactical style from one language to another . Languages 
may also differ in form (alphabet versus character based) and direction of scribe (left-
to-right, right-to-left, or top-to-bottom) . Some languages, such as German and French, 
also require much more text to convey the same intended meaning compared to English . 

Sociocultural factors must also be taken into account when developing assessments 
and in interpretation and use of scores (Geisinger, 1994; McQueen & Mendelovits, 2003; 
Wu & Ercikan, 2006) . Learners from diverse sociocultural backgrounds have different 
experiences with schooling and learning . For example, cultural norms can affect learn-
ing and world views, including how success is perceived . How students are taught, 
and how achievement is defined in the educational system, generally reflects the per-
spectives of the mainstream society and not necessarily those of all its cultural groups . 
For example, Yup’ik children in rural Alaska learn critical community practices, such 
as fishing and navigation, from observing and participating in these activities with 
experienced adults . Because verbal interactions are part of this key learning process, 

2  The available response options to the survey item “How well does this person speak English?” were 
“Very well,” “Well,” “Not well,” and “Not at all .”
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a school system that expects passive listening with little interactions may put these 
students at a disadvantage (Lipka & McCarty, 1994) . 

Diverse sociocultural backgrounds also include the students’ socioeconomic status 
(SES), which affects their experiences with schooling and learning, which in turn affect 
how the students interact with assessments . Research has provided ample evidence 
that higher SES is associated with higher achievement (Berliner, 2012; Lee & Burkam, 
2002; Perry & McConney, 2010; Sirin, 2005; Tate, 1997), such as in reading (Grover & 
Ercikan, 2017; Silva, Verhoeven, & van Leeuwe, 2011) . The positive association between 
SES and achievement is consistent with its relations to other life outcomes, including 
health status (McEniry, Samper-Ternent, Flórez, Pardo, & Cano-Gutierrez, 2019) . High-
SES students, as a group, attend schools that provide them with more resources, such 
as a higher teacher-to-student ratio (Shifrer & Fish, 2019) . Indeed, SES has been shown 
to affect students’ access to academic preparations (Carnevale & Rose, 2003), the iden-
tification and availability of aids for students with learning disabilities (Elder, Figlio, 
Imberman, & Persico, 2019), opportunity to learn (Bachman, Votruba-Drzal, El Nokali, 
& Castle Heatly, 2015; Blömeke, Suhl, Kaiser, & Döhrmann, 2012), and eligibility for test 
accommodations (Zirkel & Weathers, 2016) . SES is also related to one’s eligibility for 
unwarranted time extensions . Quealy and Shapiro (2019) reported that white, middle-
class students were much more likely than students of other races and SES backgrounds 
to receive section 504 plan provisions, unfairly allowing students twice as much time to 
complete the New York specialized high school entrance examinations . The interaction 
between assessments and students’ socioeconomic backgrounds suggests that taking 
these contexts into account in developing and interpreting assessment results can pre-
vent further disadvantaging teachers and students from low-SES schooling contexts . A 
more detailed discussion of the disparities in access to test accommodations is found 
in Chapter 7, Comparability When Assessing Individuals with Disabilities .

Issues of displacements should also be taken into consideration when interpreting 
and using assessment results . Studies have shown that students who are displaced—
whether due to school closures (Kirshner, Gaertner, & Pozzoboni, 2010) or natural 
disasters (e .g ., Hurricane Katrina; Ward, Shelley, Kaase, & Pane, 2008) or because they 
are refugees (Gahungu, Gahungu, & Luseno, 2011)—showed declines in academic 
performance . In these instances, scores from these students may not truly reflect their 
actual ability, and their scores have to be interpreted with those considerations . 

Impact of Sociocultural and Language Factors  
on Score Interpretation and Use

An important issue often overlooked is that students’ performances on assess-
ments are the outcomes of complex interactions between the students’ experiences 
(such as their language and sociocultural backgrounds) and the knowledge and skills 
targeted by the assessment and other properties of the assessment . When students 
interact with or participate in assessments, multiple psychological, social, and cogni-
tive factors are at play, including their home/community language; their familiarity 
with contexts, objects, words, and how students relate to them; how they function 
in an assessment context; and their anxiety levels, among many other affective and 
conative variables (Snow, 1993) . Solano-Flores and Nelson-Barber (2001) added other 
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sociocultural influences prevalent in cultural groups, such as communication patterns 
and socioeconomic conditions . 

While responses to assessment questions may reflect what students know and 
can do, their cultural and language practices outside of school also affect how they 
interpret assessment questions and formulate their responses . Ercikan, Roth, Simon, 
Sandilands, and Lyons-Thomas (2014) noted that the nature and frequency of access to 
white mainstream cultural practices outside of school contribute to students interpret-
ing items differently . Parents who do not understand the purpose or nature of formal 
assessments or who have not been invited into mainstream school cultural practices 
may also contribute to students’ confusion and to an increase in test anxiety . Likewise, 
teachers who are unable to communicate well with the parents or all of the children 
in their classes due to language differences may also contribute to students’ confusion 
and test anxiety . Furthermore, differences in sociocultural norms can lead to differ-
ences in how students engage with assessments and what responses they provide to 
test items (Solano-Flores, Lara, Sexton, & Navarrete, 2001) . For example, students from 
some cultural groups may have been socialized to not provide lengthy or elaborate 
answers to interviewers who are considered to be of higher status or maturity, or they 
may hold back when indicating confidence and success level or when being requested 
to disclose personal information . Possible sociocultural differences may also be found 
in motivation, experience with psychological assessments, and speed of responding 
(Talento-Miller, Guo, & Han, 2013) . 

Another important consideration that can affect the students’ assessment perfor-
mance is their access to opportunities to learn and engage with similar kinds of assess-
ments (Ercikan, Roth, & Asil, 2015) . The opportunity to learn the curricular content 
which is subsequently assessed, develop test-taking strategies, and become familiar 
with the assessment technology, as in the case of digitally-based assessments, can all 
contribute to the students’ ability to engage with the assessment . Hambleton (2005) 
highlighted item format as a potential threat to score comparability, which suggests 
that currently novel item types (e .g ., hot zone selection, drag and drop) should be used 
with caution when assessing students with nonwhite and nonmainstream language 
and sociocultural backgrounds to minimize introducing construct-irrelevant demands 
in assessment questions . Access to test preparation classes or test time extension can 
further contribute to measurement incomparability . Given that the scores should reflect 
primarily the competencies being assessed (Messick, 1989, 1995), the interpretations of 
scores across different language and sociocultural groups should account for the dif-
ferences in access to, participation in, and benefit from learning opportunities .

Policies Addressing Language Diversity

The recognition of language and cultural diversity among the student popula-
tion in the United States and its implications for validity and fairness moved states to 
provide language tools and accommodations to assess students’ performance . These 
language tools and accommodations are intended to optimize student performance and 
minimize the impact of language proficiency on performance on assessments that are 
not intended to assess language proficiency . Policies dealing with language diversity 
within the United States vary widely among jurisdictions (Tabaku et al ., 2018) . The 
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Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium provides language support for students in 
the form of glossaries and translations of test directions and items in several languages 
commonly spoken as home and community languages . Standard language glossaries 
are available in Spanish, Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Filipino (Ilokano and Tagalog), 
Korean, Punjabi, Russian, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese (Smarter Balanced, n .d .) . How-
ever, in each state students’ access to such tools and support depends on state laws 
and regulations . 

Currently, some states allow alternative standard language versions of some assess-
ments (New York State Education Department, 2016; Ohio Department of Education, 
2018, 2019; Oregon Department of Education, 2019) . In New York, alternative languages 
include Spanish, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Russian, Polish, Korean, Bengali, Arabic, 
Urdu, Vietnamese, Amharic, Portuguese, and several others . Other states translate test 
directions, but not the assessment itself, into commonly spoken home/community 
languages (e .g ., South Carolina Department of Education, n .d .; State of New Jersey 
Department of Education, 2019) . More frequently, students who need language sup-
port are provided with word-to-word or translation dictionaries, which give standard 
language counterparts for specific terms but not definition, use, or explanation (Florida 
Department of Education, n .d .; Ohio Department of Education, 2018, 2019; South 
Carolina Department of Education, n .d .; State of New Jersey Department of Education, 
2019) . Chapter 6, Comparability When Assessing English Learner Students, provides 
more details on accommodations designed to help students from non-English and/or 
bilingual backgrounds .

Growing language and sociocultural diversity is not unique to the United States . 
Linguistic and sociocultural diversity exists to varying degrees throughout the world, 
and the recognition and treatment of such diversity also vary . South Africa, which has 
11 official languages, administers assessments in these languages to students who come 
from backgrounds that include dozens of other languages spoken in the community . In 
Canada, which has two official languages, English and French, assessments are given 
in the two official languages, and students are assessed in the language of instruction 
(Ercikan, Oliveri, & Sandilands, 2013) . 

Placing value on language and sociocultural diversity necessitates policies to ensure 
that, regardless of background, students have the same opportunities to demonstrate 
their knowledge, skills, and competencies on assessments . This may necessitate exempt-
ing students whose English language proficiency has not advanced enough to allow 
them to demonstrate their knowledge, skills, and competencies using assessments con-
ducted entirely in English . Only when bilingual students have developed the required 
level of language proficiency should they be tested in English and be provided the 
tools and accommodations to support their performance on assessments . Another 
possibility is to provide education and assessment in the students’ home/community 
language until they have developed enough English proficiency to fully participate in 
and benefit from an education in English . In such cases, students will be administered 
adapted versions of assessments in their home language . 
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MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE 

Developing assessments that capture the intended set of constructs for a language 
and sociocultural group requires extensive research to provide insights on how the 
construct is operationalized and developed in different contexts and empirical evidence 
that the assessment captures the intended constructs . The challenges are multiplied in 
multilingual and multicultural assessment contexts when the targeted constructs differ 
across and within cultural groups and social contexts, or the assessments are adapted 
to different languages . The appropriate interpretation of scores and comparisons for 
students from different sociocultural contexts and language backgrounds requires 
establishing empirical evidence of measurement equivalence for the considered groups . 
Measurement equivalence includes (1) construct equivalence, (2) test equivalence, and 
(3) equivalence of testing conditions (Ercikan & Lyons-Thomas, 2013; also see Chapter 5, 
Comparability Across Different Assessment Systems) . 

Construct equivalence is defined as the equivalence of meaning of the construct 
in terms of its theoretical definition, the way it is operationalized, and the way it is 
developed for the cultures in which the assessment will be administered . In addition 
to demonstrating similar psychometric properties, the evidence for whether a construct 
(e .g ., reading proficiency) is conceptualized the same way across language and sociocul-
tural groups also needs to be grounded in empirical research based on the considered 
language and sociocultural groups . 

Test equivalence refers to the equivalence of test content, and the language and 
sociocultural equivalence at the item and the overall test levels . This includes the 
equivalence of text, graphics, formatting, language meaning, language demands, and 
cues for responding to test questions, and the sociocultural relevance in the words and 
contexts provided in the items . 

Equivalence of testing conditions refers to the equivalence of test administration con-
ditions such as the communication between test administrator and examinees, which 
includes test directions, instructions, and training sessions for the test administrators . 
It includes whether the different language versions of tests were administered in an 
identical fashion, whether the test format was equally appropriate in each language 
version, whether the speed of response was not more of a factor in one language than 
the other, and whether other response styles such as acquiescence, tendency to guess, 
and social desirability did not vary significantly across groups (Hambleton, 2005; 
Hambleton & Patsula, 1999) . In addition, in a different language or sociocultural setting, 
test administrators should be drawn from the local language communities; be familiar 
with the culture, language, and local dialects; have adequate test administration skills; 
and know the importance of following standardized procedures associated with the 
assessment . Broader testing conditions should also be considered in interpreting scores 
of students from diverse cultural and language backgrounds . These conditions may 
include societal context for testing (such as the emphasis given to testing), which may 
affect how students perceive the testing situation and the role of testing as well as stu-
dents’ motivation to perform and how they engage with the assessment .

In addition to measurement equivalence, score comparability requires measurement 
unit or scalar equivalence, which refers to whether units on the score scales based on 
different assessment versions have equivalent units . Even when measurement equiva-
lence requirements are met, in order to compare performance levels of students from 
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different language and sociocultural backgrounds, or test forms taken in different 
languages, scalar equivalence is required . For example, a score difference of 10 score 
points on one scale based on the source-language version of the assessment can only be 
considered equivalent to 10 score points on a scale based on the non–English language 
version when the scores are on the same scale and using the same measurement units . 

While measurement equivalence of items across subgroups is ideal, true equiva-
lence is difficult to achieve in practice . In reality, variations across assessment versions 
or across language and sociocultural groups are inevitable . For instance, items may 
exhibit varying degrees of differential item functioning (DIF) . The classification scheme 
developed at the Educational Testing Service assumes functional equivalence if the 
items exhibiting DIF do not exceed statistical significance threshold values (Dorans & 
Holland, 1992) . Similarly, empirical evaluations of equivalence require determining the 
levels of difference for different language and sociocultural groups and establishing 
what levels of differences may be tolerated without compromising the comparability 
of scores for these groups . 

Degrees of Measurement Incomparability

The growing interest in international assessments and comparisons, and a recog-
nition of the complexity of score comparability across language and culture groups, 
have led to extensive research on the comparability of assessments and scores across 
languages, the procedures that optimize the performance of students from differ-
ent language backgrounds, and the development of guidelines for test adaptation . 
Research on item-level comparability focuses on “unexpected” performance differences 
for examinee subgroups that are matched in terms of their overall ability or perfor-
mance on the test . Regardless of group membership (e .g ., based on gender, ethnicity, 
socioeconomic, or language backgrounds), students with the same ability level should 
have the same likelihood of receiving the same test score . The great majority of this 
research has focused on using DIF methods to examine item equivalence (e .g ., Dorans 
& Kulick, 1986; Ercikan, 1998; Ercikan & Lyons-Thomas, 2013; Gierl, Rogers, & Klinger, 
1999; Oliveri, Olson, Ercikan, & Zumbo, 2012; Padilla, Benítez, & Castillo, 2013; Sireci 
& Allalouf, 2003) and measurement equivalence based on test data factor structure 
(e .g ., Ercikan & Koh, 2005; Güzel & Berberoglu, 2005; Sireci, Patsula, & Hambleton, 
2005; Zumbo, 2003) . More comprehensive discussions of DIF detection methods can 
be found in Holland and Wainer (2012) and Chapter 3, Comparability of Aggregated 
Group Scores on the “Same Test .”

Research using DIF methodology has demonstrated extensive incomparability 
between language versions of assessments within and across countries . Studies con-
ducted in Canada comparing the French and English versions of large-scale assessments 
found that 18 to 60 percent of items functioned differently for the two language groups 
(Ercikan, Gierl, McCreith, Puhan, & Koh, 2004), pointing to high levels of incompara-
bility at the item level . Research on international assessments identified high levels of 
incomparability between different language versions of items and tests (Byrne & van de 
Vijver, 2010; Ercikan, 1998; Ercikan & Koh, 2005; Ercikan & Lyons-Thomas, 2013; Ercikan 
& McCreith, 2002; Gierl, 2000; Gierl et al ., 1999; Grisay, 2003; Hambleton et al ., 2005; 
Marotta, Tramonte, & Willms, 2015; Oliveri & Ercikan, 2011; Solano-Flores, Backhoff, 
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& Contreras-Niño, 2009) . For example, Ercikan and Koh (2005) compared English and 
French versions of TIMSS administered in the United States and France and identified 
that 79 percent of the science items functioned differentially between the two countries 
and language groups . These findings highlight the importance of the quality of the 
adaptation process on the validity of measurement and the comparability of scores, 
and the importance of establishing measurement comparability of assessments across 
languages . 

Some research evidence demonstrates that measurement incomparability identified 
at item levels does not necessarily lead to observable scale-level differences . Previous 
studies using various methods such as exploratory factor analyses (Arim & Ercikan, 
2005), confirmatory factor analyses (Ercikan & Koh, 2005; Oliveri et al ., 2012; Zumbo, 
2003), and test characteristic curve (TCC) comparisons (Ercikan & Gonzalez, 2008) 
identified little to no differential test functioning (DTF) despite large proportions of 
differences identified at the item level . For example, Ercikan and Gonzalez (2008), using 
item response theory–based TCCs, found small score-scale differences between differ-
ent language versions of PIRLS assessments despite the presence of large percentages of 
DIF items . Also, as shown by a study conducted by Zumbo (2003) using confirmatory 
factor analysis, a similarly negligible DTF was seen even when the test contained large 
amounts of high-level DIF against a group . The inconsistency between item- and scale-
level differences in measurement equivalences point to the importance of examining 
measurement comparability both at the item level and the scale level . Furthermore, one 
of the purposes of DIF analysis in multilingual assessments is to help identify possible 
differences created by the test adaptation process . Identifying such possible adaptation 
problems before assessments are finalized can provide opportunities for correcting 
adaptation problems and enhance comparability .

Sources of Measurement Incomparability

Even though one purpose of DIF analyses is to identify adaptation problems, the 
sources of statistical differences identified by DIF are often difficult to pinpoint (Ercikan, 
2002; Haberman & Dorans, 2011; Hambleton et al ., 2005) . In particular, DIF found in 
items between language versions of an assessment does not always indicate problems 
in test adaptation . Sources of DIF are often explored using bilingual expert reviews 
and think-aloud protocols with students from non–English language groups (Ercikan 
et al ., 2004) . For example, Ercikan and McCreith (2002) examined sources of DIF using 
bilingual experts for comparing items in the English and French versions of TIMSS and 
demonstrated that in some booklets as few as 36 percent of the cases evidencing DIF 
were due to adaptation problems . Even when differences are identified by bilingual 
experts, these sources of DIF must be treated as hypotheses, as other research has shown 
that adaptation differences do not necessarily lead to differences in how students read, 
interpret, and solve test items in different languages (Ercikan et al ., 2004) .

Researchers have recognized the complexity of identifying potential sources of 
score incomparability in assessing students from diverse backgrounds (Ercikan, 2002; 
Hambleton et al ., 2005) . Psychometric differences between language versions can be due 
to multiple factors, including sociocultural and curricular differences between groups 
(Ercikan et al ., 2004; Solano-Flores & Nelson-Barber, 2001; Solano-Flores, Trumbull, 
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& Nelson-Barber, 2002), educational policies and standards, values, and motivation 
to take the assessment (Arffman, 2010; Gee, 2013; Greenfield, 1997; John-Steiner & 
Mahn, 1996) . Cultural differences can influence intrinsic interest in, familiarity with, 
and the interpretation of item content . In addition, word meaning is created through 
social and cultural interactions (Campbell, 2003; Derrida, 1998; Greenfield, 1997), and 
social context and cultural experiences are expected to affect interpretations of words, 
which in turn may affect the trajectory of thought processes and ultimately responses 
to assessment questions (Ercikan & Lyons-Thomas, 2013; Ercikan & Roth, 2006; Roth, 
2009, 2010; Solano-Flores, 2006) . Even within the same language context, such as in the 
United States or Canada, students from some sociocultural groups speak structurally 
and semantically different varieties of English . Examples of these include some but not 
all indigenous students, African-American students, Mexican-American students, and 
students from nonmainstream-SES backgrounds . For some but not all of these students, 
written standard English is an added difficulty (Roth & Harama, 2000), thereby creat-
ing linguistic incomparability for students from different sociocultural backgrounds . 

Limitations of DIF Methodology

Research results increasingly point to the limitations of methodologies used in 
examining measurement comparability when the diverse sociocultural context is not 
taken into account . This research indicates that neglecting the within-group heteroge-
neity for DIF methodology has validity implications (Grover & Ercikan, 2017) . Using 
simulated data, Oliveri, Ercikan, and Zumbo (2014) varied the heterogeneity within the 
focal groups from 0 to 80 percent and found that, as heterogeneity increased, the rates of 
correct DIF detection decreased . Ercikan and colleagues (2014) conducted DIF analyses 
on heterogeneous linguistic groups created using the information on the language of 
instruction, dominant language setting, and home/community language . They dem-
onstrated that English and French language learners are heterogeneous groups, and 
that the DIF results do not necessarily apply to all members of a given language group 
in the same way, suggesting that issues other than test adaptations also play a role . 

Researchers have attempted to account for heterogeneity by crossing two manifest 
groups (e .g ., gender and ethnicity) to create more specific groups for DIF analysis . DIF 
analyses conducted at the subgroup level allow the researcher to determine whether 
and to what extent DIF items detected at the population level are the same as the DIF 
items detected at various subpopulation levels . This has been referred to as a “melt-
ing pot” DIF (Dorans & Holland, 1992) or DIF dissection approach (Zhang, Dorans, & 
Matthew-López, 2005) . Ercikan and Oliveri (2013) also proposed a two-step approach 
in conducting DIF on heterogeneous samples in which latent class analysis is conducted 
within groups of the manifest variable of interest (i .e ., males and females), as opposed 
to on the whole sample, which is typically done . 

GUIDELINES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR MULTIPLE 
LANGUAGE VERSIONS OF ASSESSMENTS

Two sets of guidelines dedicate significant attention to test adaptation and evalu-
ation of the quality of test adaptations . These are (1) the standards developed by 
the American Educational Research Association (AERA), the American Psychological 
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Association (APA), and the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME), 
and (2) the International Test Commission (ITC) guidelines . Relevant sections of these 
guidelines for multilingual and multicultural versions of assessments are summarized 
below .

AERA, APA, and NCME Standards

In the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, & NCME, 
1999, 2014), four standards are particularly relevant to test adaptation:

• Standard 9.4 highlights the need for assessment developers to explain and 
provide justification for linguistic modifications that they deem to be appropriate 
in specific situations . These modifications should be taken into account in score 
interpretations .

• Standard 9.5 recommends that if there is evidence that scores are not comparable 
across multiple versions of assessments, additional information should be 
provided to help users interpret assessment scores correctly .

• Standard 9.7 calls attention to the need to describe the approaches used in 
establishing the adequacy of adaptation, and for empirical and logical evidence 
to be provided for score reliability and the validity of the inferences based on 
the target assessment for all linguistic groups . For example, if an assessment 
adapted into Spanish is meant to be used with Mexican, Cuban, Spanish, and 
other Spanish-speaking subgroups, it is the responsibility of the assessment 
developer to provide independent reliability and validity evidence for each of 
those subgroups .

• Standard 9.9 recommends that assessment developers provide evidence of the 
comparability of different language versions of an assessment . For example, the 
assessment developer should present evidence that the same construct is being 
measured in both assessments .

The Standards also advise against using back-translation, which involves compari-
sons of the source version with the target-to-source translation, as the sole method for 
verifying linguistic comparability . The comparability of the source- and back-translated 
target versions is not sufficient to establish that the two language versions have the 
same meaning and provide similar information to students . The use of interpreters or 
translators who are not familiar with proper testing procedures or purposes of testing 
may make inadequate translation and adaptation of the assessment and provide inap-
propriate test administration .

ITC Test Adaptation Guidelines

The second set of guidelines was developed by the ITC (Hambleton, 2005; ITC, 
2018) . The ITC emphasizes these guidelines as being instrumental in conducting and 
evaluating the adaptation or the simultaneous development of assessments for use 
with different populations . The 18 guidelines, along with suggestions for practice, were 
organized around six broad topics: pre-condition, test development, confirmation/
empirical analyses, administration, score scales and interpretation, and documentation . 
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The guidelines in the section titled “Pre-Condition” highlight the decisions that 
are made before the translation/adaptation process begins . The second section, “Test 
Development,” focuses on the process of adapting an assessment that includes items, 
test instructions, and scoring rubrics . The third section, “Confirmation,” contains guide-
lines on documenting empirical evidence addressing score equivalence, as well as reli-
ability and validity of the assessment in multiple languages and cultures . The section 
“Administration” pertains to the preparation of materials and instructions to minimize 
language and sociocultural issues in the administration process . The fifth section, “Score 
Scales and Interpretation,” discusses score comparisons . The final section, “Documen-
tation,” contains guidelines detailing the technical aspects of test adaptations and the 
appropriate use of the test scores .

Assessment Development and Adaptation Processes

The quality of adaptation is optimized when assessments in the source language 
are developed with the test adaptation goal in mind . Brislin, Lonner, and Thorndike 
(1973) suggested using short, simple sentences of fewer than 16 words, employing the 
active rather than the passive voice, repeating nouns instead of using pronouns, and 
using specific rather than general terms (e .g ., “cows, chickens, and pigs” rather than 
“livestock”) . For an assessment to be adaptable, the source assessment should also 
avoid the language structures that are unlikely to have equivalents in other languages, 
such as metaphors or colloquialisms, certain modals (e .g ., verb forms with “could” or 
“would”), adverbs and prepositions telling “where” or “when” (e .g ., frequent, beyond, 
or upper), possessive forms (e .g ., mine or Tim’s), probabilistic words (e .g ., “probably” 
and “frequently”), and sentences with two different verbs if the verbs suggest differ-
ent actions . 

The most commonly used method for creating adapted versions of tests is succes-
sive test adaptation, where the assessment is developed in a source language and one 
or more bilingual translators adapt the assessment to the target language and culture . 
Simultaneous and concurrent/parallel assessment development are alternatives to the tra-
ditional approach of translating assessments created in a single source language, typi-
cally English in the North American context . In simultaneous assessment development, 
the emphasis is on the use of a multidisciplinary committee of experts in the languages, 
psychometrics, and the content domain for developing items (Tanzer & Sim, 1999) . 
Test items are developed by bilingual item writers in one language and are immediately 
adapted into the other language . The concurrent/parallel assessment development model 
(Solano-Flores et al ., 2002) utilizes shells or templates, which define item structure and 
the cognitive demands of each item . Using these templates for item development, the 
language groups work jointly in all stages of the assessment development process . The 
different language versions are developed by experts from each language group based 
on a common assessment blueprint . Using this approach, each assessment originates 
in the language it is targeted for and is developed by content experts from the particu-
lar sociocultural group, except for a small portion of the assessment that is adapted 
from the source language for linking purposes . Different development processes may 
have trade-offs between comparability and cultural authenticity of adapted assessments . 
While concurrent/parallel development prioritizes cultural authenticity, successive 
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development prioritizes comparability, and simultaneous assessment developments 
target a compromise between comparability and cultural authenticity (Ercikan & Lyons-
Thomas, 2013) .

Creating Comparable Scores

There has been significant research on creating comparable score scales for multilin-
gual versions of assessments (Cook, 2006; Cook & Schmitt-Cascallar, 2005; Sireci, 1997, 
2005) . This research indicates that, in the absence of sufficient evidence for measurement 
equivalence across groups, score scales should be based on separate language/country 
calibrations and comparability should be established through a linking procedure . Cook 
and Schmitt-Cascallar (2005) provide an overview of score comparability and describe 
four methods of linking scores on assessments given in different languages . 

Currently, some of the most well-known assessments with multiple language ver-
sions include international assessments such as the TIMSS, the PISA, and the PIRLS . 
In these assessments, a single international score scale allows for comparisons of 
performances across countries and language groups . The single score scale is com-
puted with item parameters calibrated on an international sample that consists of a 
randomly selected subsample from countries that take the assessments in different 
languages . In some assessments, country-specific parameters are used when the inter-
national item parameters do not fit the scale well because of some level of measurement 
incomparability . 

In establishing comparability of scores across language versions of assessments, 
consideration of comparability must start from the conceptualization of the assessment . 
Ercikan and Lyons-Thomas (2013) identify seven key steps in developing and adapting 
assessments for use in different languages and cultures: 

1 . Examine the equivalence of the constructs. This step requires examining 
and comparing the construct definitions in the source and other cultures and 
languages . It may involve a review by cultural and language expert groups who 
can evaluate the appropriateness of the construct definitions and identify aspects 
of the construct that may be different for the two language and cultural groups .

2 . Select a test adaptation and development method. The next step involves 
deciding on the approach to developing multiple versions of assessments . If a 
source version already exists, successive test adaptation may need to be used . If, 
however, there is an opportunity to build multiple language versions from the 
beginning, parallel or simultaneous development may be employed .

3 . Perform the adaptation of the test or measure. There are several factors that will 
affect the quality of the adaptation . First is the linguistic features of the source 
version that might affect translatability . These include using short sentences, 
repeating nouns instead of pronouns, and avoiding metaphors and a passive 
voice in developing assessments . Other factors include language background and 
proficiencies of translators in the relevant languages, such as whether translators 
are fluent in both languages and knowledgeable about both source and target 
cultures, and they have clear understanding of the construct being assessed .
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4 . Evaluate the language equivalence between the two assessment versions. 
A necessary step in developing multiple language versions of assessments is 
an evaluation of equivalence by bilingual experts . Reviews of equivalence can 
determine differences in language, content, format, and other aspects of items in 
the comparison languages . Insights from such reviews can help inform revisions 
of adaptations to optimize comparability .

5 . Document changes made in the adaptation process. Documenting changes and 
the rationale for these changes between the language versions of assessments is 
critical for informing test users for potential impact on comparability .

6 . Conduct a field test study to examine measurement equivalence. Establishing 
measurement equivalence requires empirical evidence to support such an 
evaluation . Field test data can be used to examine the reliability and validity 
of both language versions of assessments, as well as measurement equivalence 
using classical test theory-based analyses, factor analyses, DIF analyses, and 
comparisons of TCC curves . Additional follow-up studies can include a second 
round of expert reviews and cognitive analyses to provide further support for 
comparability of the language versions of assessments .

7 . Conduct linking studies. In order to create comparable scales with measurement 
unit equivalence, a linking study is needed once measurement equivalence has 
been established .

NEXT-GENERATION ASSESSMENTS 

As assessments increasingly include multiple modes of administration—using both 
paper and digital delivery, and sometimes delivered on multiple types of digital devices 
within the same test administration—as well as increasingly complex forms of interac-
tivity, assessment developers need to consider ways student backgrounds may affect 
how students engage with assessments . The technology-enhanced environments pro-
vide growing opportunities for interactivity between the student and the assessments, 
and usually involve multiple modes of engaging with the assessment . To understand 
the questions, students may be required to read excerpts, listen to audio segments, view 
video clips, or manipulate diagrams with their mouse . They then respond by typing 
text, speaking, drawing diagrams, plotting graphs, or dragging items . While the first 
generation of computer-based assessments typically mimics its paper-based counter-
parts in using text-based items, advancing technology has made new item formats 
possible . An example is the integration of videos in assessment items, which allows 
for the assessment stimulus to be delivered through an acted-out scenario . Videos (or 
animations) are useful when a detailed description can be too lengthy and the video can 
more effectively demonstrate and elaborate on what is being described . In assessments 
of language proficiency, students can be asked to verbally describe the interactions 
they see in a video, which may approximate how language is used in day-to-day life . 
Mechanical reasoning can also be tested when students are presented with videos of 
machine components and given verbal or written questions on how the machine works .

Some performance-based assessments require students to work with others . Such 
tasks often include multimodal presentation of the stimuli and responses are not 
restricted to writing . While such performance-based assessments, including assessments 
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modeled after games, can create an environment where students acquire and demon-
strate skills not typically captured in traditional assessments (e .g ., communication and 
collaborative problem solving), the multimodal aspects of tasks and responses create 
challenges for measurement equivalence . Some newer assessment types also require 
students to interact with on-screen actors or avatars . Assessments with interactive 
elements may introduce behaviors that are not observed in traditional assessments 
(Zapata-Rivera & Bauer, 2012), such as the tendency to explore features of the assess-
ment platform, or to engage in behaviors that push its boundaries (e .g ., deliberately 
providing irrelevant responses), in addition to variations of sociocultural differences 
already observed in traditional assessments that may result in different response times, 
constructs being assessed, and measurement properties of the assessments .

Game-like elements (e .g ., use of avatars in animations and actors in videos) that 
have been introduced into assessments to engage students present a different set of 
challenges . For example, a text item can refer to a “fellow student” without mentioning 
race, hair color, gender, age, or dressing style, whereas the use of avatars and actors will 
inevitably reflect these characteristics (Popp, Tuzinski, & Fetzer, 2016) . Lee and Park 
(2011) found that minorities reported a lower sense of belonging and less desire to par-
ticipate in a game with more white avatars than when the ethnic diversity of the avatars 
was more balanced . Such physical attributes can introduce social identity threats and 
affect student motivation (Baylor, 2011) and score comparability . The representation of 
diversity is often necessary and desired in state assessments with a diverse population 
and can be achieved in videos and animations . 

Score comparability issues can also arise when sociocultural groups interpret pic-
tures and videos differently based on their experiences . The extensive use of images in 
some new item types, such as hot-spot items (i .e ., identification of correct or incorrect 
zones) and drag-and-drop image matching, requires that the images and videos rep-
resent the same notion to students from different sociocultural backgrounds (Solano-
Flores & Nelson-Barber, 2001) . 

Despite the challenges, next-generation assessments can confer comparability 
advantages that are lacking in traditional assessments . Videos offer advantages in cases 
where some language and sociocultural groups might otherwise require test accom-
modations . In some cases, administering items through a video (or through audio) can 
be akin to the human read-aloud accommodation provided for some state assessments 
such as the LEAP 2025 Assessment, offered by the Louisiana Department of Education 
(Data Recognition Corporation, 2016), where items are read verbatim to individual 
students needing test accommodations . The readers may not clarify, provide additional 
information, assist, or influence the student’s response in any way . For mathematics 
read aloud, readers may read the title, provide a general overview of the image (e .g ., 
graphs, equations), and describe the details in a succinct manner . The process requires 
the recruitment and the training of many readers . With video or audio test items, varia-
tion due to readers is eliminated as all examinees experience the same stimulus . 

The current guidelines for test adaptations have yet to consider the possibilities 
and limitations of the new assessment types, partly due to the dearth of research stud-
ies . The decision to use a new format should be aligned to the assessment’s goals and 
fit with the intended construct and the ease of test adaptations . Also, in representing 
diversity, the designs of avatars should not default to stereotypes . A diverse group of 
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reviewers should evaluate the appropriateness of the diversity representation of avatars 
and actors . Finally, students’ familiarity with technology should be considered (Erci-
kan, Asil, & Grover, 2018) . Students who regularly use video chatting platforms or are 
accustomed to receiving news or information online may have an edge over students 
who have little or no access to computers outside the school environment . 

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, our goal has been to highlight the importance of following carefully 
designed procedures for designing and developing assessments for multilingual and 
multicultural contexts, establishing comparability of assessments and scores across 
language groups, and taking multiple societal factors into account in using and inter-
preting scores .

Comparability of scores for students from different language and sociocultural 
backgrounds is central to the validity of inferences from assessments . Validity is com-
promised when scores from multiple language versions of assessments are compared, 
implicitly or explicitly, without establishing comparability . For example, aggregating 
scores from different language versions of assessments, such as English and Spanish, at 
the class, school, or higher level makes an implicit assumption of score comparability of 
these language versions of assessments and the resulting scores . The incorrect assump-
tion of score comparability compromises the validity of inferences when comparing 
students’ performances at the class, school, or higher level . More explicit comparisons, 
such as comparing performance levels of students who took the assessment in English 
versus Spanish, may disguise or exaggerate performance differences when comparabil-
ity has not been established . 

Research on comparability issues in multiple language versions of assessments has 
been evolving to consider different assessment contexts . As assessments increasingly 
include multiple modes of administration (e .g ., paper, digital, and multiple devices) 
and interactivity, assessment developers must also consider the expanded ways student 
backgrounds may contribute to how differently students engage with assessments and 
the resulting comparability issues across languages . It is important to highlight that the 
comparability of assessments and scores across languages is expected to be sensitive 
to population, cultural, and societal contexts . The validity and comparability evidence 
need to be updated periodically given potential changes in the society, education sys-
tems, and sociocultural context of assessments over the years . 
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